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Abstract. This study takes Activity theory as a basis to model service encounters in a real world call center
and abstract key aspects for supporting managers to resolve certain managerial situations. Both qualitative
and quantitative approaches were used to analyze the complexities in the context of call processing service
encounters. Significant results were obtained regarding the managerial situation in interest. This study
established a framework to describe complex service encounters with Activity theory approach that can
advance our understandings practical service management and innovations.
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1. Introduction
Service encounters represent the moment of truth for service firms in that how agents apply their
knowledge to resolve customers’ problems and how organizations facilitate agents to overcome certain
managerial situations has substantial impact on the successes of service firms [1]. However, service
encounters are dynamic and evolutionary business processes that many service firms have succeed in the past
without having sounded theoretical background or analytical model [2]. They are approaching academics to
advance their understandings on their successes and discover opportunities on service improvements and
innovations.
Service encounters can be defined as a period of time in which service agents directly interact with
customers to fulfill an organizational assignment [1]. The interactions in the context of service encounters
include communications between agents and customers, agents and other participants, and agents and
supportive technologies. Especially in service industries, many of the communications are implicit and
cultural-oriented that an explicit description of such complex service encounters is difficult to obtain [3].
Additionally, customer situations are varies in service encounters that even experienced agents can hardly
describe in details regarding how they handle customer situations in different service encounters [4]. Many
service encounter descriptive methods have been used for explicit service descriptions, such as a service
blueprint [5] describing front line and back end service operations and service script [3] depicting agent and
customer interactions. However, activities involving implicit interactions and cultural developments in
service encounters remain poorly understood.
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Activity theory, founded by Russian psychologists Vygotsky and Leontiev, has been defined as a
philosophical and cross-disciplinary framework for describing tool-mediated human activities both at
individual and social levels [6-7]. It maintains that current state of how people conducting activities are the
results from their cultural and historical developments. People and the mediated tools will both evolve and
adapt to the contextual factors during the development. Two structures including a psychological hierarchy
and an activity model were defined in Activity theory to describe the interactions and developments in a
specific context [7]. Activity theory has been applied in many practical studies, such as human-computer
interface analysis for developing software applications [8], workflow redesign and cooperation analyses for
understanding complexity within workplace [4], and may have the potential to be used for understanding
complex interaction in the context of service encounters.
This study takes Activity theory as a basis to model service encounters in a real world call center and
abstract key aspects for supporting managers to resolve certain managerial situations. Call processing is the
service encounter in interest and a performance indicator has been identified as the managerial situation to be
improved. This study adopted both qualitative and quantitative approaches to analyze interactions within
service encounters both at individual agents and organizational context levels. This study aims to describe
complex activities in practical service encounters in general and provide a framework for practitioners and
researchers to build theoretical models through analyzing real world situations in specific.

2. Method
2.1. Research Background
Beta.com is a professional call center providing services for manufacturers maintaining their suppliers’
relationships with software applications. The call center supports approximately 10,000 suppliers who use 30
sets of software applications. An average of 8,000 incoming calls per month requires timely processing by
both 1st line and 2nd line agents. The 1st line agents are the major roles for resolving customer problems and
the 2nd line agents are more managerial roles than operational ones. Since customer problems are varying in
different service encounters, common problems have been categorized and designed in a computer and
telephony integration (CTI) system. The system is the backbone of call center daily operations and records
the details of how agents processing incoming calls.

2.2. Modeling Service Encounters with Activity Theory
Processing incoming call is a business activity assigned to 1st line agents who need to have certain level
of knowledge and skills to identify and resolve customer problems. In order to understand such complex
activities in real world situations, researchers were organized to participate in agent training courses, review
call center operational documents, and observe practical call processing service encounters. Additionally, indepth interviews were administrated focusing on the key attributes involved and the actions required in
processing incoming calls. Open-ended questions were designed and asked both in formal meetings and
informal occasions. The notes from interviews were edited and discussed with 2nd line agents and the
managers to ensure the validity of our findings and verify researchers’ understandings.
The structures from Activity theory were used to build contextual model and establish operational
procedure of call processing service encounters. Fig. 1 depicts contextual model of service encounters in that
1st line agents supported with the CTI system take incoming calls toward the direction of call resolutions.
The agents will follow certain organizational rules, participate in community activities to obtain operational
skills and experiences, and ask for assistances from 2nd line agents. This model provides a holistic view of
call processing service encounters that can offer a common ground to researchers and practitioners for
further analyses. Fig. 2 illustrates a sequence of actions required to perform call processing activity in that
explicit or conscious actions were identified and implicit or unconscious operations were collected regarding
each action. This sequence can provide guidance for agents to conduct a service encounter and the operations
representing different skills that should be shared among agents for improving organizational performance.

2.3. Discovering Opportunities of Performance Improvements
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The structures of Activity theory depict a common picture of service encounters from contextual and
procedural perspectives that managers can review this business activity from different parts of interactions
and at different agent psychological levels. One managerial situation designated for improvement in this
study is unclassified call ratio. Unclassified call ratio is a call center performance indicator that for every
incoming call, 1st line agents must classify this call into certain problem categories through the interfaces of
the CTI system. For those problems that 1st line agents cannot timely identify, will be classified into “others”
category. The higher this ratio represents the lower of problem identification skills regarding customer
problems identification. A managerial intervention was administrated for three months providing training
courses regarding customer problem descriptions and motivating experiences sharing in relation to customer
problem identification. All 1st line agents (N = 7) were included. Operational data before and after the
intervention were extracted from the database of CTI system for further analysis.

Fig. 1 Contextual Model of Call Processing Service Encounters

Fig. 2 Operational Procedure of Call process Service Encounter

3. Results
The results from data analysis revealed significant differences between the before and after the
intervention regarding the unclassified call ratio. Fig. 3 indicates the differences of each agent in terms of
three stages of the intervention.
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Fig. 3 Differences of Unclassified Call

The results from the qualitative interviews have been used to construct abstractions of call processing
service encounters as indicated in Fig. 1 and 2. One excerpt from the interviews representing how agents
share their practical experiences was discussed by one 1st line agent as:
Many operational skills cannot be obtained from formal training courses and most of customer problems
were not mentioned clearly in the courses or even they did I could not understand before practical
encountered. Lunch hour is a good gathering function that creates a sense of community and enables us to
share operational experiences and learn from each others. Although there are some question and answer
sets designed in the CTI system, many customer problems need immediately answers that searching
information from the system during a rush service encounter seems infeasible.

4. Summary
The managerial intervention obtained statistically significance for the unclassified call ratio. This result
may partially be contributed by improving problem identification time during service encounters and sharing
problem information and skills in organizational context. The structures from Activity theory provides both
contextual and procedural views of service encounters that experienced managers can discover opportunities
of performance improvements [4]. Moreover, modern service encounters are supported with certain
technologies that operational details can be recorded for further analyses.
Qualitative interviews revealed insights regarding social and cultural contexts that may not be obtained
from quantitative analyses. In this study, the knowledge and skills for conducting service encounters are
difficult to be included in formal training courses and many of that are embedded in social and cultural
contexts [9]. Creating and maintaining such contexts has becoming important aspect for the success of
service firms. This study established a framework to describe such complex contexts with Activity theory
approach that can advance our understandings on how real world service encounters should be modeled and
how the framework can be used for practical service management and innovations.
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